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Ed Tech News February 2015



Get Connected:



New In Centers: Getting Connected with EdTech As we start the Spring semester, and plan for Summer and Fall sessions, Opportunities for Learning centers are plugging into the tools of tomorrow! New Educational Technology Coach, Angelina Millare, will be bringing a cornucopia of resources and new technology to school sites in the coming weeks! The High Desert Region has jumped right in, starting the year off with 15 staff (including SGI Teachers and Coaches, Teachers, and Assistant Principals) learning how to maximize the features of their new SmartBoards. These interactive boards contain several features that increase student engagement and enhance learning. An English SGI Teacher shared, “I have the basics down, but I know this machine has so many more cool things it can do.” When responding to the pre-workshop survey, other teachers asked to learn how to use the board for things such as projecting student work, and creating engaging review games. Customized to meet site needs, the EdTech SmartBoard Training Series is designed to unlock these tools for teachers and support staff, creating lessons that get results while making interactions more fun. In addition to SmartBoard training, the EdTech department provides a series of training workshops on a variety of topics including support for the use of: Google Chromebooks, tablets, document cameras, Cloud-based collaboration, and other technology now available in centers. Workshops are available for specific topics, or can be customized to meet regional needs. Workshops can be scheduled to support new staff, to refresh veteran staff on a specific topic, or for an entire center or charter. They can be customized to
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be short interactive experiences conducted during staff meetings or professional development sessions, or as long as multi-day boot camps. Planning a subject area professional learning community (PLC) meeting? Invite EdTech to support the inclusion of technology in your planning! To get more information on new technology available for your center, workshops available, or to schedule a training workshop, please contact Educational Technology Coach, Angelina Millare, at [email protected] or at (626) 660-4227. □



EdTech Tools: 1000s of Books in Your Pocket…FREE! Whether reading a text for an English class, or doing research for social science, students and teachers now have access to thousands of books for free online through Google Books (http://books.google.com). Featuring ebooks posted by publishers, and copies of classic texts through library digitization projects, Google Books offers a searchable library of books that can be downloaded and viewed, even on smart phones and tablets. Many books used in OFL classes are available in full text. This can be helpful in instances where copies of the text are not available in a center. Since most students carry smart phones and/or tablets with them regularly, they can conveniently read to keep up with assignments while they are on the go, without carrying a book around with them.



Complementing the convenience they offer, digital texts allow readers to highlight and annotate key passages. Regional SGI Coach Roderick Conwi (San Gabriel Region – OFL) uses this feature in conjunction with note taking apps to prepare for lessons and presentations. In addition to the notes you can make, as Conwi noted, “sometimes you even see the handwritten notes in a text scanned from someplace like Harvard or Princeton…it’s interesting to see what they thought”. As libraries and publishers continue to digitize their collections, a growing number of texts and periodicals are available for free, in a number of outlets. By including “FREE” when searching for a title or keyword on Google Books, and on similar services such as Apple’s iBooks and on Amazon, students are able to download texts as PDF files and in ebook formats. To learn more about free books and book digitization projects, visit Open Library (https://openlibrary.org/) or Project Gutenberg (https://www.gutenberg.org/). □



data. Most cloud providers use multiple layers of encryption, network intrusion software, and sophisticated virus monitoring algorithms to help protect your data. When it comes to data intrusion, it’s often not that a hacker cleverly broke into the cloud server, but instead the thief simply stole the username and password of a specific user and then impersonated the real user while logging into their account. The best safeguard against this is to have a strong password that is changed every few months and be careful with whom you share your password. And what about privacy and the government? That’s a different story. Although some companies have strict privacy clauses, in most instances, when the government wants someone’s specific data, they will most likely get their hands on it. Overall, cloud storage is like flying in an airplane. Are there real dangers? Yes. Do these dangers pose a statistically reasonable threat? With proper safe guards, it doesn’t have to. □



Tech @ Home:



Microsoft Tips:



Cloud Safety…No Umbrella Needed



Taming Your Email Box with “Categorize”



Is your head in the clouds when it comes to cloud computing? How safe is your personal data in the cloud? There are typically two main concerns when it comes to the cloud. First, will you always have access to your data? It is very reasonable to expect short outages due to weather or updates. These should occur very rarely, however, and for very short periods of time when they do. A similar fear is that the company hosting your cloud server could go out of business, and you could lose all of your data. Although this is a real possibility, if you make use of a mega company like iCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox, or Microsoft, a companywide shutdown would likely be preceded by an announcement allowing customers to retrieve their data.



Can’t find that important email? Consider it handled with “Categorize”! Even during our slowest times, most of us receive dozens of emails per day, sometimes, per hour. Many of us create elaborate folder systems to stay organized. While this helps, it can be time consuming to move each message, and if you’re anything like me, messages will be placed in a folder…never to be found again.



The second concern is: Can someone steal my data? Physically, probably not. The actual servers are housed in huge warehouses with gated perimeters, security guards, security cameras, and key entry access points. Can someone hack the servers? Yes, but it’s very unlikely. There is a persistent battle to defend



Find it Faster with “Categorize”: Using the “Categorize” feature in Outlook allows you to tag your messages with a simple click. It takes only seconds to do, but allows you to quickly filter your messages by the themes YOU choose! Assigning these colored labels allows you to easily see emails you flag as being related to categories such as: “supervisor”, “meetings”, “deadlines”, “committee”, or “student contact”. When you need that email showing the CAHSEE appointment information, you don’t have to search for the name of the email’s author, only to get a list of every email they



have ever been on! Simply use the category filter to show only emails marked for that topic. Setting Up Category Labels: To setup a category label, click the arrow under the “Categorize” button on the ribbon in Outlook. From the pull down menu, select “All Categories”. There will be several default colors available on the “Color Categories” dialog box, but you can select “New” to choose another category color. In the “Add New Category” dialog box, you can name your new category, and choose from one of 25 colors for its label. Labeling Emails: Once you have your categories established, assigning a label is quick and easy! Simply right click on the box next to the time stamp to view your list of categories. Select the label you desire, and



the color for that category will appear in that box indicating it has been labeled. Messages can be labeled for any number of categories you wish, however, your filter results work best when categories are specific. Filtering Messages by Category: Once your messages are tagged, you can filter emails to show only messages marked with a specific label, undistracted by a sea of other unrelated emails. To filter for specific tags, simply click the arrow next to “Filter E-mail”. When you move the mouse over “Categorized”, on the pull down menu, a list of labels you’ve created will pop out. Select the label you wish to filter for, and the mailbox will display only messages marked for that category. To remove the filter, click the “x” on, or clear the contents in the search box above the list of emails. □



Student Competitions: The Frankfurt Style Award



Application Deadline: February 16, 2015 http://www.frankfurtstyleaward.com/ The Frankfurt Style Award is an International Talent contest featuring the innovative designs of students around the world. Finalists can win cash prizes, a trip to Europe, and internships worth up to €50,000 Euros ($56,500 US Dollars). The theme of this year’s competition is Pioneering Destiny, and students can submit sketches and/or photos of projects for three categories: Blue Revolution (Industrial Revolution/Working Class inspired); EcoGreen (“UPcycling” discards to create fashionable pieces); and Over the Rainbow (Joy and Freedom inspired colorful creations). Students must submit an online application, along with photos of their designs. For more information, and to enter, visit their website, or email to Samantha Baker at [email protected]. □



The 2015 Technology Survey is Coming Soon! Your opinion please! To help us serve you better, please complete our online technology survey by March 20th, 2015. Watch your mailbox for the link! Your feedback is anonymous. It takes only 2-5 minutes to complete, but is so very valuable as we prepare to bring new technology and services to you!



What Can EdTech Do For YOU?



Have questions, ideas, or need to schedule a training or workshop? Contact your Educational Technology Coach, Angelina Millare at: [email protected], or at (626) 660-4227
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